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BREAKFAST

A T T H E E N D O F CAPITALISM

It rained last night, the skies are cloudy this morning and it may yet
rain some more. I am having cofee in En Kerem. Moshe's class
presented a program on Bialik, singing a poet's song and considering
poetry already at age 6. My grown daughters are activists who
oppose a president of doubtful legitimacy. Poets will read today all
over the US as part of (at least) two national organizing eforts
protesting this corporate overlord. In New York City some will read
at the library, some at city hall. Each empire in its time comes to an
end. We survive and move on. Poets will sing this in harmonies and
dissonances. Someone writing a history of all this will show that we
do not understand more than a few train-car lengths of Benjamin's
wreck. Te Angel of History always weeps, but we manage to make
love and to raise children and to continue. Te 5% cottage cheese
promised by the menu was missing. In its place, labeneh—a better
choice. Te breakfast at En Kerem turns out to be very good.
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DU

N G

BE

E T L E

Like so many American men
I eat too much fat.
My body has gone fabby with words—
I wrap around my skeleton,
weary muscles cling to desperately.
I am just a hard-shelled beetle
surrounding myself in dung.
As this tight little turd ball
rolls down the gravel road,
a giant carp opens its gaping maw
just where I plunge into the water—
the fsh, unafraid to eat shit,
savors the hard crunch of shell
and sweet juices released. I feel
thin the moment my world caves in.
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O N L Y T H E S M O K E

a black woman stopped in a certain book review, and she said:
and not the pulse coursing.
Te wind must apologize. As we sing
songs of freedom and mourning,
books burst channels.
But it’s cam-corder love —
except through seduction,
with his hand on the cord for her frst choice
—he was so relieved that she did not ask.
I am not pretending here
I heard from someone who knew her.
I'd love to beat the shit…
My house, the white clerk thought, only the smoke that rose above
only the smoke
…out of your stupid lily-white ass.
Pushing me into reminders of someone else's experience,
say by publishing a poem after, so that someone believes.
Sometimes we must continue fasting. Sweat and steam engines—
he never even charged for them, that it was that book,
the frenzied river, the ghetto of Chicago, the TA for Taylor Avenue store…
—these are lies—the warmth can never fade through it
and blending wake-fullness, tumbling me into
Want in here? What do…
…which could open the curtain, he sighs,
and twists each sheet around with the other pulse—
you?
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LA

T E L Y

Lately I’ve been waiting for the FBI to arrest me as a fraud,
or the CIA to hire me to spy on the inner lives of fools and idiots.
Last night torrents of water fooded my sleep; overfowing
rivers of mud and shit streamed down walls and into basements,
washing away sump pumps, drowning elevators, eroding foundations.
Perhaps the EPA will come after me now, or the Army Corps of Engineers.
Sluggish, I can hardly move my body out of bed as the cold air
weighs heavier than the warmth of love-making that is, for
the moment, eight time-zones away. Remodeling a house takes
too much time but selling it seems a copper-pipe dream.
Perhaps the Corps will hoist me up using a crane and solve
the dilemma of the unfnished bathroom plumbing and walls.
Te Buddhists recommend letting go of materials and wishes,
but I still blow out birthday candles and buy lottery tickets
and ask old lovers if they remember me fondly, at least.
I’d hide like the iron gnome in my garden, under mushroom
umbrellas, if I thought it would help solve the problem of
the world. Te United Nations could feed me, then, and the
CIA try to assassinate me instead of hire me, and the FBI
pay me as an informant, while the Army Corps of Engineers
builds a levy to hold me in and the EPA declares me a disaster.
Ten Cohen’s monks just laugh and laugh and laugh. Tey know
I won’t win the lottery and the only birthday wish that comes true
is the present, old lovers forget the past, and the next bed? Too warm.
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PERS

IAN

GU

L F

WA

R

SO

Lions and tigers, bears, oh my,
eagles and snakes, each in their lair.
We're at war! At war! Many will die!
Reporters fy, circling, ask why
the stench of smoked fesh still flls the air.
Lions and tigers, bears, oh my.
Roused from their high lofty lair to spy
the raging current eroding where
we're at war, (at war many will die),
the eagles say: Let sleeping pens lie.
Democracy decrees it is fair!
Lions and tigers, bears! Oh my.
Te oil-torches, burning way high,
are a beacon for those who don't care
we're at war, and at war, many will die.
Dollars, cents from the carpets that fy,
corporate chieftains cackle this fare:
Lions and tigers, bears, oh my!
We're at war! At war! Many will die!
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AS
i

T H E

WA

R

CO N T I N U E S

Tat war in the little southwest strip,
its violence drowns out all sounds—
words drain of meaning and become
white spaces against blood-red paper.
Te numbers rise up, a large pile
of bodies reaching toward the sun
to ignite and burn, a pyre signaling
the beginning or end of a sacred time—

ii
the bodies pile up, reach for the sun,
hoping to burn like stars to light this dark,
dark night…
but we all seem to have lost track,
our watches no longer ticking but
vibrating with technical accuracy
seconds and micro-seconds while
this fame of fesh, a mere candle wick,
iii
fashes out into space in search
of extraterrestrial compassion. And
Gaza's heavenward tower of bodily Babel
even shrinks against so many others,
this massive world-war of death
spreading out around us while we
shout out who is to blame, who
except for ourselves, ourselves
iv
turning away into silence and denial,
pointing at someone easier than seeing
a world around us in un-holy fames
cremating the innocent along with
the bloody-handed ones. Yet,
the sunset is so beautiful below
the clouds and over the sea, the
moon so light foating in the sky
above an orange cloud on this Tu B’Av.
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SO

T H I R S T Y…

I am almost back perhaps. Te long summer ordeal
of stress, rockets, war, death, killing has moved of
into Syria and Iraq and left us barren for a moment.
A bit of rain falling today hints at winter being
wet. We need water. We always need water. So thirsty.
Te brown hills will green again, and the dry beds
recently run with bloody water will wash thoroughly
so fowers may wave their red-yellow-white-purple
cacophony of emotions in winter's permissive grace.
We need the water. We always need water. So thirsty.
Since between last summer's war and the next,
whenever it might fall upon us, this brief moment
fickers—a satellite-pretense of being a star gliding
across black night—a mere refection of sunlight.
We want water, we always need more water. So thirsty.
Te desert will preserve these battles, mummify
the narratives, and wait as scorpions and seeds wait.
And to this I return. Almost. Maybe. Turned back
from the sea and step-by-step making my way to sweet
water. Always water. Like the night sky, I am so thirsty.
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AG

A I N

Te world has gone mad. Again.
And again voices incite—then hoarse leaders
pretend to have been polite. Tey did not shout
fear and hatred to explosive tension, to a thinwire stretched, frst sounding a note then cracking,
snapping in two, each piece twisted. Te world goes
mad. Again. Te leaders call for calm, like arsonists
who work in the fre department. Te fres burn
in the streets at night. Te checkpoints fow
with blood and tears. And most of us just want
to go to work, have cofee with friends, teach
our children something other than this craziness
in a world gone mad. Again. And most of us want
to turn away and not see the burning, the smoke,
the arsonists lining up toy soldiers at borders
ready to pounce, to attack, to burn. Again.
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WEREWOLVES
One wonders if a group of people who have a fetish-obsession with alpha males
overpowering beta males are really werewolves (werwolf, in German, a fort [1], a plan
[2], an insurgency [3], ever a human?) rather than human beings. Perhaps they are
devolved to pack animals easily confused by a gilded chair and spotlight glare. Tey
seem to have failed to realize that the beta males fght over hierarchy, the lone alpha in
each pack standing aloof and indiferent to their struggle.
Te followers packed in the hall raise their hands in a familiar, evil salute.
Te one in front mentions alpha males, before saluting his leader’s election.
In their poorly learned algebra: Power equals everything [4]; morality, ethics,
community equal nothing. Tey worship the square root of negative 3. No one, not
even I, know what that means.
Some reject all leaders other than themselves. Even the one elected remains
insufciently aggrieved and enraged to take the reins. Wild horses run through them,
disordering their imaginations with fantasies of powerful stallions. Te stallions laugh at
their inadequacies.
It begins [5] with words [6]—the werewolf singing the song of cancer cells [7]—
unlimited growth, spreading out, destroying all else, leaving nothing but toxic waste
behind. When he howls “greatness,” he sings to spread deadly cancer [8] in our midst.
Unchecked growth. We must resist the cancer [9], gather our antibodies, strengthen our
collective body of love and wisdom.
Whitefies [10] invade the green leaves and suck the plant dry. Tey excrete a honeydew
of hate. Tey believe that they grew the plant. Tey want to be in charge of the plant,
even as they kill it.
Te werewolves will make Wolfand great again [11].
Afraid and weak, these werewolves bark, bite, howl, yip [12]. If they didn’t run in
packs, they would be nothing. Tat is why the alpha obsession raised to the power of
fetish. Tey use terms from pornography. Tey are pornography.
What is pornography? Is it human? Am I / pornography / human?
Te hounds of hate have been unleashed to the sound of trumpets. Tey turn against
learning and research [13]. Te rich and powerful control them by remote signal. Te
rich and the powerful laugh and laugh. Te hounds fght over the scraps. Tey get
trumped.
Ten the hounds turn on the rest of us, licking their sagging, blood-spattered jowls.
[1] "Führerhauptquartier Werwolf was the codename used for one of Adolf Hitler's World War II Eastern Front military
headquarters…Te name is derived from Werwolf, which is German for werewolf. Te naming scheme is in accord with other
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code-names given to Führerhauptquartiere during the Second World War, such as Wolfsschanze. Several were named for Hitler
himself, whose nickname was Wolf, an old German form of Adolf." en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Werwolf_(Wehrmacht_HQ)
[2] "Werwolf (German for 'werewolf') was a Nazi plan, which began development in 1944, to create a resistance force which
would operate behind enemy lines as the Allies advanced through Germany. However Werwolf‘s propaganda value far
outweighed its actual achievements." en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Werwolf
[3] "Te Werwolves were established in late 1944 on the orders Schutzstafel chief Heinrich Himmler. Te unit, which drew as
many as 5,000 volunteers from the ranks of the Wafen SS and the Hitler Youth, involved uniformed troops remaining behind
when German occupied territories fell to the Allies. Once activated, Werwolf battalions would draw weapons and equipment
from pre-arranged caches and conduct campaigns of sabotage, ambush and assassination against the vulnerable British,
American and Soviet rear echelons." militaryhistorynow.com/2015/10/23/the-fghting-werwolves-the-third-reichsunderground-army
[4] “Darkness is good,” says Bannon, who amid the suits surrounding him at Trump Tower, looks like a graduate student in his
T-shirt, open button-down and tatty blue blazer — albeit a 62-year-old graduate student. “Dick Cheney. Darth Vader. Satan.
Tat's power. It only helps us when they” — I believe by “they” he means liberals and the media, already promoting calls for
his ouster — “get it wrong. When they're blind to who we are and what we're doing.”
www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/steve-bannon-trump-tower-interview-trumps-strategist-plots-new-political-movement948747
[5] “Hail Trump, hail our people, hail victory!” Tat’s how Richard B. Spencer saluted more than 200 attendees on Saturday,
gathered at the Ronald Reagan Building in Washington, D.C., for the annual conference of the National Policy Institute,
which describes itself as “an independent organization dedicated to the heritage, identity, and future of people of European
descent in the United States, and around the world.” www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/11/richard-spencer-speechnpi/508379
[6] "Te Holocaust did not begin with killing; it began with words." href=" www.ushmm.org/information/press/pressreleases/museum-condemns-white-nationalist-conference-rhetoric
[7] “Within the very blood in our veins as children of the sun, lies the potential for greatness.…We were meant to overcome,
overcome all of it, because that is natural and normal for US.” youtu.be/1o6-bi3jlxk
[8] “Zheng Churan says 'feminists around the world are watching' Mr Trump for signs of 'straight man cancer'. Te Chinese term
refers to sexual discrimination and male chauvinism.” www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-38325121
[9] “Poets nationwide, in cities, towns and villages, will gather on the steps of their local city hall to read poetry against the
coming dictatorship of Trump.” www.facebook.com/events/1157152344392881
[10] Whitefies are tiny, sap-sucking insects that may become abundant in vegetable and ornamental plantings, especially during
warm weather. Tey excrete sticky honeydew and cause yellowing or death of leaves. Outbreaks often occur when the natural
biological control is disrupted. Management is difcult once populations are high.
ipm.ucanr.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn7401.html
[11] “A prominent theme during the Nazi Party‘s ascendancy was restoring Germany to its former greatness, and Adolf Hitler
used the phrase 'make Germany great again' upon occasion.” www.snopes.com/make-germany-great-again
[12] “…letters that threatened the genocide of Muslims and praised President-elect Donald Trump were sent to multiple
California mosques this week…” www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-mosque-letters-trump-20161126-story.html (Since
this was frst written and published on my blog, many more well-publicized incidents have swept the U.S. — over 250 antiSemitic episodes in one March 2017 report — including fve waves of robo-call bomb threats. In two separate shootings,
Indian immigrants were killed, in at least one case reportedly because the murderer thought he was Iranian.)
[13] “Richard B. Spencer is the leader of an alt-right, white nationalist group called the National Policy Institute…Spencer told
Te Washington Post that his next target is college campuses and that he already has speeches planned…”
www.insidehighered.com/news/2016/11/28/white-power-leaders-next-target-college-campuses
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STRA

NGE

FI

R E

an (anti)inauguration poem
smoke and fames of Yahweh fash lightning thunder screams across winter forecast
severe weather storm (nothing) volcanic blast (Vesuvius) tamed focused through a lens
of incomprehensibility a sense of language (meaning that now what is ofered is then
consumed) in one moment’s nuclear fash—the people fall down on their knees and the
towers’ dusty ash clogs inspiration (screams) despair and fearing everything (knowing
nothing) i place my freedoms in a protective pan burning their incense to the most high
exalted beasts of commerce and hoping to see my way through the smoke—mirroring
truth distorting lies until all of a sudden i can no longer catch (inspiration) choking on
my own vomit as darkness closes around me and i wonder who will speak up for me and
regain these ashen moths from the shells of glowing cocoons—
cacophony
collapsing sense
and words weapons
wielded against reality
one
at
a
time
until
they
mean
(no)
thing
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FA

L S E PROPHECY

Beware false prophets as disquiet permeates the land. Two shadow armies have taken
command, their soldiers drifting in and out of our daily lives barely noticed while
their hooded ofcers send dispatches of despair breaking across all fronts. Wave
upon wave, dutiful servants wash red into battle, crashing upon every shore.
Drowning. Resistance—not despair. depression—one army from east, one from
west, each beast, none rest. Shadow armies. Putin in the night. Secret armies of
terror online and ready to go. Armies of secret evidence, (un)reliable reports, covert
and discovered actions. Contested and embattled identities circling around a theme,
a nationalist tragedy, internationalist agenda – globalization, multi-national
corporate-control motivational strategy—trans/nationalist—more than America (us)
as the transnational identity of (with) (us) (or against us Trump, against us Putin).
Oh Fascism, of thee I sing. Ah, Mr. Hughes, let America be America again.
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AME

RI KA F O R SPECIAL L I E S

double digit infationary photos feeing federal reservation borderless travel nostalgia
dancing on the head of a pin-stripe suit decorated for fesh-eating bacteria
infrastructure highways blasting bombs destroying the bridge of the nose around in
other people’s business and borders become battle ground pepper on your salad
word salad delight stream of unconscious from the concussion of the literary canon
boom-box gift-wrapped sandwich style us in the groove of the palm of the hand
dates the reading railroading hoboes hubbub centering the wheel of fortunate people
for the people by the people of the people we the people wee people pee pole wee
wee international confagration fag con fag con fag gradation con fag de con fag
de gradation con fag Gary says dig? gradation of fre power degradation of
humanity come hither to the bronze New York lady’s dripping loins and drink deep
of the myth of Amerikan dreaming while slaving slaving slaving in the status-less
illegality of your sperm spilled upon the ground breaking construction project
globalization globe alien nation all is alienation nation nate neonate neonatal
neoconservative natal naval navel nave knave knives of war once again drawn to the
slaughter of the sacrifcial beast sacrifcial bees sting sacrifcing their lives to protect
the honey sweet sweet honey in the rock my soul in the bosom of a lover who wants
something other than refections of images of screens of flters of self denied to selfdenial to self to deny self to deny self-denial de Nile is not just a river in Africa oh
Africa come out come out wherever you are oh Asia oh Middle East oh Europe oh
the Americas not fucking Amerika oh fuck Amerika trump trump America fuck
trump America sing it out loud with agony in horrors of empirical evidence aside
this side that side all around the mulberry bush trump sides with enemies Amerika
for spatial lies for ambling waves of greed for purple prided death’n’disease resistant
to ev’ry brain Amerika Amerika God leave that place to feas that crowns the hood
with homogeneity from see to clouded see
atomic man a-man amen ayyyy—men
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NIGHTMARE
I recollected it when I woke,
gathering its pieces to me.
My children were all three
years old. Tey wrote on
paper sandwiched between
thin strips of color, constructionpaper covers. Tey worked
on invitations. Each child
intent on drawing the words
carefully in legal-pad yellow
crayon; each word large and
carefully printed in child’s hand.
Te words rose from the paper,
yellow and translucent, beautiful
as dafodil petals. Tey foated
up around the children as sirens
sounded everywhere—not just here,
but also there. Te words were one
word three times one word:
Weep. Weep. Weep.
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WA

R M

HU

N G E R

Food Fatigue Craving
Climate Change Hunger
War Peace Harmony
symptoms of (earth) malnutrition
medication (poison) reaction or
(industrial) side-efect low blood
sugar (hypoglycemia) too much
(junk food) eating disorder
mononucleosis anemia (chaos)
(drought) dehydration (children)
general (election) anxiety disorder
panic attack depression (adult)
heart (love) rhythm /dis/harmony
/dis/order acute stress reaction
bipolar (melting) /dis/order hepatitis
a b & c pulmonary hypertension (foods)
Food hunger and climate change
Carbon Brief 10 June 2011
(www.carbonbrief.org/food-hunger-and-climate-change)
a feeling of (migrant) discomfort or
(human) weakness caused by lack
of food coupled with (commodifed) desire
to (not) eat of or at a fairly or comfortably
high (low) temperature
Climate change
threatens to put the fght against
hunger back by decades
Guardian 2 September 2014
(www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionalsnetwork/2014/sep/02/climate-change-hunger-food-security-airpollution)
balmy heated hot lukewarm cold-blooded
mild pleasant sunny sweltering beached
(whale) temperate tepid broiling close
fushed glowing melting perspiring
roasting scorching sizzling sweating
clement snug summery sweaty
thermal toasty warmish having
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a color in the red-orange-yellow
part of the visible electromagnetic
(organic) spectrum feel or sufer hunger
through lack of food (distribution) craving
desire famine greed longing /dis/satisfaction
lust starvation yearning ache war
appetence appetency emptiness famine
esurience famishment greed gluttony
mania ravenousness vacancy void
voracity want yen a stomach
for appetition big eyes
bottomless pit eyes for munchies
sweet tooth close often used
in the context of a game
in which "warm" and "cold"
indicate nearness to the goal
you can't take it with you
but if you try sometime
In Wild Winter Warm North Pole
Storm Chills U.S. Forecast
as Flooding Treatens Levees
NYT Weather 30 December 2015
(dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/12/30/in-wild-winter-warmarctic-storm-chills-u-s-forecast-as-fooding-threatens-levees)
a lack of food that can cause war
illness or death especially war
among large numbers of people war
have a strong desire or craving for peace
for having showing or expressive peace
of enthusiasm afection or kindness peace
Climate Change Will Worsen
Hunger Study Says
Worldwatch Institute 31 December 2015
(www.worldwatch.org/node/6271)
archaic being well of as to property (war)
or in good circumstances rich (peace)
make or become warm (harmony)
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CLIMA

TE CHAN GE

—a long drought in Syria
depletes soil and farmers
(those lower classes) migrate
to cities as their felds fail.
Amid the oppression
repression
degradation—
discontent and hopelessness
burn across the region.
Arab Spring and the Syrian Civil War
mobilize war machines—
climate change of another sort—
tanks, artillery, armored vehicles, bombs—
crushing the soil,
crushing the crust.
And the bombs bursting
in air, scattering dust.
What farmers remain are killed,
driven out by ISIS, Syrian Army, or Rebels,
driven out by inability to farm and raise food
and what they scratch from the soil
gets stolen by the armies—
driving the refugee crisis,
driving across the old felds,
driving further depletion,
destruction of top soil.
And a year ago,
winds picked up the dust,
created a widely destructive
work of art, a dust storm
to end all dust storms,
a world war of dust storm
from Syria to Cypress out in the sea.
Te efects of climate change
multiplying, driving more refugees
into more widespread urban areas
amid the oppression
repression
degradation—
discontent and hopelessness
across the ever-widening region.
17
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DR

E A M-

WO

R L D

EC O L O G Y

No more reliable lemon drops in London,
Te lemon trees—all gone.
Next will be ginger ale,
Te frail root rotted.
Te lime trees? Shot.
Some onion-paper men all in a dither
Over freeze-dried pastries preserving
Te favor of sweet cream and butter.
Whoever they are who dig up
Our future cities fnd feathers
At the museum.
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SO

N G O F

OB S C U R I T Y

Tere is in the clay you are formed
from a language we know to perform.
We cannot wake it up from the dead.
So, we play linguistic games instead.
I'm radically unfocused trying to learn
the hocus-pocus of a life I never understood.
Our ghosts grab at ankles which mostly
just rankles, and the ashes fade as they burn.
Te ashes burn in the storm.
Pigeons quietly wing from open mouths,
singing their own private woes they drop
stones from their feathers on couples
in leather marked with letters I cannot gather in.
I'm highly provoked while drinking my Coke
in the midst of a grand nightstand next to
my right hand where dreams fall into line
behind the next sign that the world will
come to an end. Te words never end.
We lost our inhibitions while taking positions
behind socially-mediated lines, with fctional
friction resisting depiction pornographically
align the clay in your hands into lime.
Te graves are purifed, their atmosphere
rarifed, while artists fll them in. Spectral
photographers and holy lithographers dance
to the rhythm of gin. I'll ofer you whiskey,
something quite risky, if you would gather them in.
Won't you gather them in?
You kiss my lips before leaving the room,
brushing the cobwebs with your labial broom,
leaving me hanging like a picture on the wall.
Te clay has gone dry while I kept asking, "why?"
I play a jazz chord to honor the world we build.
Your clay sculpture collapses while my guitar
relapses and my synapses explode. Te door
to our room has married the foor and together
they lock us in this hole. We fall alone into the hole.
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Now the words end the world and the ashes
burn birds while leather stones a couple in bed.
Won't you gather them in?
Now the words end the world and the ashes
burn stones while birds lift the couple from bed.
Won't you gather them in?
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C I R C U L A T I N G LA N G U A G E MA N I F E S T O
“…the New Economy as convention is language itself, language as means of
production and circulation of goods.” —Christian Marazzi, qtd. by Joshua Clover
An unrealized hunger chews against ribcages of ravens in fight
as fash foods erode history in the Wadi, fushing it to the Salt Sea.
Tere is no food on the table and the poet goes unpaid.
Tese words fll an empty plate, overfowing commerce,
an exchange rated for evaporation and condensation, loss
and replacement. Tis moment transforms nothing into labor.
Rising water drives thirstiness to drought even as it races forward
to parched bitterness that holds ordered tourists on its surfaces.
Order falls away with things, things lost in dreams, dreams
foretelling futures past. Electrons drove the Philosopher’s Stone,
golden silicone in bits and bytes fying past geographies of object,
fowing with subject, absent verb. What is it we pay for in this life?
Red anemones contradict drenched grasses. A small blue iris sways.
Hot dust storms coat the machinery that has frozen to our city streets
as the poet peels potatoes and pauses to reevaluate golden hues.
Sentences collapse under the weight of real prisons, unfolding
the crusty earth’s constant over-turning—geological composting
as surfaces rise up and bury themselves back into the hot mantel.
Potato skins skim vodka from decay; hungers twist into shadows.
Too many dimensions in set space reduce everything again.
Orbits drop toward gravity, the strength of the iron fst clamping
down on tomorrow. Poets remain unpaid; still words overfow
into nothingness with no value placed upon added desire or its
lack. Well-written banknotes are not poems;
poems are not without a price.
“Rather, there is before us the fight to a new capital, the brutal work of tearing
apart and reassembling the great gears of accumulation and setting them in motion
once again—if such a thing is still possible…Or there is the fight to something else
entirely.”
—Joshua Clover

Clover, Joshua. “Value | Teory | Crisis.” Publication of
the Modern Language Association of America.
127.1 (January 2012). 107-114.
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A P O C A L Y P T I C WI
i

N T E R

Murk clenches around the world—
solstice, yes, cruor, surely, necrosis,
certainly—trees pull back to their roots,
plants close for business,
even cockroaches go dormant
or almost sleep through the night.
Tose few fowers on a windowsill
only admonish me in the name of the
painted food that stained last summer.

ii

Dried herbs crumble, anamnesis of the sun.
I stop, though, and talk to the feral cat
whose felicitations hiss out from iron bars
on top of a stone wall that divides civic
sidewalk from exclusive parking. I would
purr, unlike this ginger gamine cat,
if I had cause enough to lucubrate.
Te thalassic truth of this spot sidesteps
my yearning to swim in the desert.

iii

Absinthian cofee wakes something
harsh and green, but not for long, and my
bleak, burnt bones creep forth on a nameless road.
Te moon climbs, someone wants me to ofer
straightaway. A ray penetrates the darkness
and lifts the crux to spheres surmounting
dictionaries and thesauri that spill
obfuscations, tangle moods and modes
into articulate modifcations of noumena.

iv

Te cat didn’t lie, so neither will the eye.
Clouds hid the moon. An uncanny aura
spilled down from an eclipse. Te trees
gamboled, lifting their roots and dropping them,
a geographic gamble. Stories stumbled down
clifs. Nothing changed in the seething
and nothing persisted unchanged, which
I don’t really apprehend. Te tongue does
not construe such spectacles or words.
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DO

U B L E L I F E
I mention an image that for some days now has been mounting in the sky of the revolution…
Chantal’s image is circulating in the streets. An image that resembles her and does not resemble
her. She towers above the battles.—Te Envoy in Jean Genet’s Te Balcony

Your lost lover becomes a martyr—
a new revolutionary cause—
as the judge, an abandoned father,
conceives the child’s anarchistic calls.
Balconies crack, begin to falter
while the white rose petals start to fall,
and the soft dust now rises up to
cloud our bishop’s visionary realms.
So you saunter down to the twelfth bar.
It’s not very far for you to go—
down the road to the mausoleum,
where knowledge no longer wants to fow,
and wisdom the police chiefs promised
evaporates in blue haziness.
My forlorn lovers take one last look,
executioners seal sacred books,
and we dream that time will return us
again to where Chantal’s dance began.
We slip on ice in larch swamps covered
by fog, which obscures the histories
unfolding Irma’s worn tapestries—
lies of the victors, lies of the lost.
We change the general’s blank dance card,
then drop three photographers’ needles
into a heavily falling snow.
Your martyr turns into a lover—
an evolutionary lost-cause.
An old father begins his judgement
with many anachronistic faws.
And Carmen’s petals fake slowly of
like snow melting in a beggar’s tale
of the freed slave’s magic midnight sun
where my desire has never failed.
And the rose petals? Te bruised petals
from the fowers you took the envoy
cover the gravel under your feet.
At frst, people were fghting against illustrious and illusory tyrants, then for freedom. Tomorrow
they'll be ready to die for Chantal alone.
—Te Envoy in Jean Genet’s Te Balcony
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DECONSTRUCTION
I’ll take your hyper-infated
phallus, ego-distended balloon,
id-fueled hot-air engine
that flls super-ego daydreams
to dizzying-heights of power—
and throw your craven carvedwind on the fre of this year’s
revolution. Such a useless
log, poorly ft for fuel, and
barely at that, must burn
to ash before this dawn
comes, must rise in smoke
signals to call poets and
painters from themselves.
Ten you can raise your
indistinguishable fags,
try to wave the smoke
from your eyes. We
will not be deceived—
we know who feeds
this all-consuming blaze.
And we will have
already come for you.
As you crawl out of your
wrecked ship of state,
we come for you.
As your cracked currency
drops from you, we come
for you. As you fall,
we come for you.
We come, not as you
imagined. With arms open,
we welcome you back to humanity.
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ST

O R M

SE

A

Te storm-startled sea splashed space-ward,
rose above the stone walls and metal rails,
appeared to touch the low-hung dark clouds,
before the white-foam spray collapsed into
shiny refections of those gray behemoths—
sky-whales fallen to the fat earth below.
Even as a bit of sun and blue breaks the mood
at an acute angle, we seek the intimacy of couples,
private moments in poetry, the inward gaze that
turns its back to the thunder, wind, rain, hail and,
mostly, to the terror invoked by the raw power
so easily capable of destroying us and all we know.
We took our children to the Old Port of Tel Aviv
to watch the predicted high waves roll in. He
took his backpack into a store, and when ready,
pulled out an Uzi, walked into the street shooting—
in the same city, not so far, not too close. We turned
our backs and walked away as the border police went
door-to-door, knocking at each apartment entrance.
Te news reports that they broke in if no one answered.
He gave them the excuse, and they opened those
intimate places absent their owners, absent reason
or folly, as though a power of nature eroding rock,
splashing against our resistance. I want this poem to send,
to turn,
to turn us into the spray, the wave, the sea.
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AB

O U T T H E P O E T

Michael Dickel, a poet, fction writer, and photographer, has taught at various colleges
and universities in Israel and the U.S. For the past few years, he has organized 100,000
Poets for Change events in Jerusalem and online (through Te BeZine, where he is a
contributing editor).He co-edited Voices Israel Volume 36 (2010). He was managing
editor for arc-23 and 24. Is a Rose Press released his most recent book (fash fction),
Te Palm Reading after Te Toad’s Garden in 2016. Previous books: War Surrounds Us,
Midwest / Mid-East, and Te World Behind It, Chaos… With producer / director David
Fisher, he received an NEH grant to write a flm script about Yiddish theatre. Dickel’s
writing, art, and photographs appear in print and online. Blog: MichaelDickel.info
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Locofo Chaps
2017
Eileen Tabios – To Be An Empire Is To Burn
Charles Perrone – A CAPacious Act
Francesco Levato – A Continuum of Force
Joel Chace – America’s Tin
John Goodman – Twenty Moments that Changed the World
Donna Kuhn – Don’t Say His Name
Eileen Tabios (ed.) – Puñeta: Political Pilipinx Poetry
Gabriel Gudding – Bed From Government
mIEKAL aND – Manifesto of the Moment
Garin Cycholl – Country Musics 20/20
Mary Kasimor – The Prometheus Collage
lars palm – case
Reijo Valta – Truth and Truthmp
Andrew Peterson – The Big Game is Every Night
Romeo Alcala Cruz – Archaeoteryx
John Lowther – 18 of 555
Jorge Sánchez – Now Sing
Alex Gildzen — Disco Naps & Odd Nods
Barbara Janes Reyes – Puñeta: Political Pilipinx Poetry, vol. 2
Luisa A. Igloria – Puñeta: Political Pilipinx Poetry, vol. 3
Tom Bamford – The Gag Reel
Melinda Luisa de Jesús – Humpty Drumpfty and Other Poems
Allen Bramhall – Bleak Like Me
Kristian Carlsson – The United World of War
Roy Bentley – Men, Death, Lies
Travis Macdonald – How to Zing the Government
Kristian Carlsson – Dhaka Poems
Barbara Jane Reyes – Nevertheless, #She Persisted
Martha Deed – We Should Have Seen This Coming
Matt Hill – Yet Another Blunted Ascent
Patricia Roth Schwartz – Know Better
Melinda Luisa de Jesús – Petty Poetry for SCROTUS’ Girls, with
poems for Elizabeth Warren and Michelle Obama
Freke Räihä – Explanation model for 'Virus'
Eileen R. Tabios – Immigrant
Ronald Mars Lintz – Orange Crust & Light
John Bloomberg-Rissman – In These Days of Rage

Colin Dardis – Post-Truth Blues
Leah Mueller – Political Apnea
Naomi Buck Palagi – Imagine Renaissance
John Bloomberg-Rissman and Eileen Tabios – Comprehending
Mortality
Dan Ryan – Swamp Tales
Sheri Reda – Stubborn
Christine Stoddard — Chica/Mujer
Aileen Ibardaloza, Paul Cassinetto, and Wesley St. Jo – No Names
Nicholas Michael Ravnikar – Liberal elite media rag. SAD!
Mark Young – The Waitstaff of Mar-a-Largo
Howard Yosha – Stop Armageddon
Andrew and Donora Rihn – The Marriage of Heaven and Hell

More information on Locofo Chaps can be found at
www.moriapoetry.com.

